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The SGML FAQ Book : Understanding the Foundation of HTML and XML (Electronic Publishing Series)Kluwer Academic, 1997
The SGML FAQ Book: Understanding the Foundation of HTML and  XML is similar, but not quite the same kind of thing as an online  FAQ or `Frequently Asked Questions' list. It addresses questions from  people who already actually use SGML in some way (including HTML  authors), and people who are about to use it. It deals mainly with  issues...
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Palm webOSO'Reilly, 2009

	This is the official guide to building native JavaScript applications for Palm's new mobile operating system, Palm® webOS™. Written by Palm's software chief technology officer along with the Palm webOS development team, Palm webOS provides a complete tutorial on the design principles, architecture, UI, tools, and...
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Reproducible Research with R and R Studio (Chapman & Hall/CRC The R Series)CRC Press, 2013

	
		Bringing together computational research tools in one accessible source, Reproducible Research with R and RStudio guides you in creating dynamic and highly reproducible research. Suitable for researchers in any quantitative empirical discipline, it presents practical tools for data collection, data analysis, and the...
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PHP Developer's Cookbook (2nd Edition)Sams Publishing, 2001
PHP is an open source, server-side, HTML-embedded scripting language used to create dynamically generated Web pages. With an easy-to-use syntax and a large, extensible library of modules, PHP makes it fast and easy to create powerful data-driven Web sites for e-commerce, community portals, and other Web-based applications.
...
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Programming Spiders, Bots, and Aggregators in JavaSybex, 2002
The content and services available on the web continue to be accessed mostly through direct human control. But this is changing. Increasingly, users rely on automated agents that save them time and effort by programmatically retrieving content, performing complex interactions, and aggregating data from diverse sources. Programming Spiders,...
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Robohelp for the WebWordware Publishing, 2002
This guide explains the use and administration of eHelp's latest software package, emphasizing administrator setup and maintenance.     

       Provides with an explanation of installing and configuring RoboHelp and presents an outline for creating a documentation plan. Softcover. CD-ROM included.       

RoboHelp Enterprise is...
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The Definitive Guide to Django: Web Development Done Right, Second EditionApress, 2009
This latest edition of The Definitive Guide to Django is updated for Django 1.1, and, with the forward–compatibility guarantee that Django now provides, should serve as the ultimate tutorial and reference for this popular framework for years to come.
 Django, the Python–based equivalent to Ruby’s Rails web development...
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Mobile ASP.NET MVC 5Apress, 2013

	Mobile ASP.NET MVC 5 will take you step-by-step through the process of developing fluid content that adapts its layout to the client device using HTML, JavaScript and CSS, and responsive web design. This book introduces server-side techniques that allow you to show different content to different devices and make the most of their...
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Beginning Dynamic Websites : with ASP.NET Web Matrix (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2003
With this book and Web Matrix, you’ll be developing your own powerful ASP.NET  websites in no time.

We’ll start at the beginning, learning how to create graphical web pages in  Web Matrix. Then we’ll use Visual Basic .NET and databases to add the dynamic  features usually seen in expensive commercial websites....
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Unix Unleashed: Internet EditionSams Publishing, 1997
The first edition of Unix Unleashed provided a thick, comprehensive guide to the basic tools of the Unix trade, covering everything from system administration to the windowing system to the compiler environments. The guide also featured information on other tools, such as the vi editor, the command shells, the AWK, PERL, C and C++...
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XSLT Programmer's ReferenceWrox Press, 2000
As XML begins to take hold, the eXtensible Stylesheet Language: Transformation (XSLT) standard will be playing a major role in making all those XML predictions a reality. Author Michael Kay exudes enthusiasm in this guide, XSLT Programmer's Reference, by taking every opportunity to illustrate the power and flexibility of XSLT.
  Kay...
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Bulletproof Web Design: Improving flexibility and protecting against worst-case scenarios with XHTML and CSS (2nd Edition)New Riders Publishing, 2007
No matter how visually appealing or content-packed a Web site may be, if it's not adaptable to a variety of situations and reaching the widest possible audience, it isn't really succeeding. In Bulletproof Web Desing, author and Web designer extraordinaire, Dan Cederholm outlines standards-based strategies for building designs that provide...
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